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Abstract. Combined neutral beam injection and fast wave heating at the fourth cyclotron harmonic

produce an energetic deuterium beam ion tail in the DIII-D tokamak. When the concentration of

thermal hydrogen exceeds ∼5%, the beam ion absorption is suppressed in favour of second harmonic

hydrogen absorption. As theoretically expected, the beam absorption increases with beam ion gyro-

radius; also, central absorption at the fifth harmonic is weaker than central absorption at the fourth

harmonic. For central heating at the fourth harmonic, an energetic, perpendicular, beam population

forms inside the q = 1 surface. The beam ion tail transiently stabilizes the sawtooth instability but

destabilizes toroidicity induced Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs). Saturation of the central heating correlates

with the onset of the TAEs. Continued expansion of the q = 1 radius eventually precipitates a sawtooth

crash; complete magnetic reconnection is observed.

1. Introduction

Cyclotron damping of fast waves in the ion
cyclotron range of frequencies is a standard heating
scheme in tokamaks. Absorption at the fundamental
cyclotron frequency by a low concentration ‘minor-
ity’ species has formed an energetic, anisotropic ‘tail’
distribution in many tokamaks [1]. Tails produced by
second harmonic heating are also well documented
[1] but less information is available about high har-
monic heating. Second, third and fourth harmonic
acceleration of hydrogen were studied on Tokapole II
[2]. At JET, strong third harmonic acceleration of
(initially) thermal deuterium ions was observed [3].
Beam ion acceleration during combined beam injec-
tion and third harmonic ICRF heating was mea-
sured on JIPP TII-U [4], JT-60 [5] and TEXTOR
[6, 7], while fourth harmonic heating of beam ions
was briefly studied on JT-60 [5] and JET [8]. Hydro-
gen beam ions were accelerated by second, third
and fourth harmonic heating at JT-60U, but sec-
ond harmonic heating was most efficient [9]. Beam
ion absorption at high ion cyclotron harmonics was
also observed during multi-frequency fast wave cur-
rent drive (FWCD) experiments on DIII-D [10]; the
beam ion absorption was originally attributed to
sixth and seventh harmonic damping at 83 MHz,

but the results presented here indicate that fourth
harmonic damping at 60 MHz is a more likely expla-
nation.

As first observed at JET [11], a fast ion tail can
transiently stabilize the sawtooth instability [12].
The tail population destabilizes toroidicity induced
Alfvén eigenmodes (TAEs) [13, 14] and other Alfvén
modes [15].

This article discusses fourth harmonic cyclotron
heating of deuterium beam ions in the DIII-D toka-
mak and the effect of the accelerated beam popu-
lation on sawtooth and TAE stability. The docu-
mentation of fourth harmonic heating in a tokamak
with good tail ion confinement is the most extensive
yet reported. The study of the transiently stabilized
sawtooth cycle is the first to rely on q profiles from
an absolutely calibrated motional Stark effect (MSE)
diagnostic.

The following interpretive scenario is consistent
with the data. With the cyclotron resonance near
the magnetic axis, fourth harmonic absorption on
the deuterium beam ions dominates over second har-
monic absorption on the ambient (.2%) thermal
protons, primarily because of the relatively large
gyro-radius of the beam ions (Section 2). An ener-
getic, perpendicular, beam population forms inside
the q = 1 surface (Section 2). The precessing beam
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ions transiently stabilize the internal kink (Sec-
tion 3.1) but, when the beam population is suffi-
ciently large, TAEs are excited (Section 3.2). The
TAEs limit the central electron temperature and,
presumably, the central beam density. Meanwhile,
current accumulates on-axis and the q = 1 radius
expands, until kink stability is lost (Section 3.3). To
eliminate sawtooth crashes altogether, current pro-
file control is required (Section 4).

2. Wave damping

2.1. Experimental observations

The data in this article are from several differ-
ent days of the 1998 experimental campaign. Dur-
ing 1998, the DIII-D tokamak [16] (major radius
R0 ' 1.7 m, minor radius a ' 0.6 m, graphite
walls, deuterium plasmas) was equipped with three
four-element antenna arrays that were connected to
three 2 MW generators [17]. For most of these exper-
iments, one transmitter operated at ∼60 MHz while
the other two operated at ∼83 MHz; typical coupled
power levels into L mode plasmas were 1 MW at
each frequency. For most of the discharges, the outer
gap (the distance from the last closed flux surface to
the limiter at the outboard midplane) was 3–4 cm,
although outer gap spacings as large as 9 cm were
occasionally used. For the 60 MHz system, counter-
current drive phasing (90◦ toroidal phasing between
straps) was normally employed. The peak in the vac-
uum spectrum was at n‖ = k‖c/ω ' 5. At the
usual toroidal field of 1.9 T, the 60 MHz waves res-
onated with the deuterium cyclotron motion at sev-
eral radial locations (Fig. 1), with the central reso-
nance corresponding to the fourth harmonic. Most
plasmas were upper single null divertor discharges
with an elongation κ ' 1.75. The∇B drift was down-
wards (away from the X point) in an attempt to avoid
H mode transitions. The beams injected 70–86 keV
deuterium neutrals in the direction of the plasma
current at tangency radii of 0.76 m (for the so-called
‘Right’ sources) and 1.15 m (for the ‘Left’ sources).

The temporal evolution of a typical discharge is
shown in Fig. 2. Neutral beam injection commences
0.25 s after the current reaches its flat top value of
1.2 MA. To accommodate the diagnostics, five mod-
ulated sources inject into the plasma but the total
average injected power of 1.6 MW is less than that
injected by a single steady source. To minimize per-
turbations in the beam population, the combined
beam waveform never turns off for more than 10 ms,

5 ΩD4 ΩD3 ΩD

q=1

Figure 1. Elevation of the DIII-D vacuum vessel, show-

ing the plasma boundary and q = 1 surface in dis-

charge 96043 (dotted lines) and the third, fourth and

fifth deuterium cyclotron resonances (dashed lines). The

three vertical neutral particle lines of sight V1, V2 and V3

(solid lines) and the near perpendicular horizontal line of

sight H are also shown; the shaded regions indicate the

intersection volumes of the lines of sight with heating

beams (used for active charge exchange measurements).

BT = 1.9 T.

which is much less than the beam ion slowing down
time of τs ' 75 ms. The 60 MHz system couples
∼1 MW of power between 1.8 and 3.0 s. With the
application of RF power, the stored energy, d–d neu-
tron emission [18] and flux of energetic perpendicular
neutrals [19] increase on a τs timescale. ECE mea-
surements with a heterodyne radiometer [20] indi-
cate that the central electron temperature increases
during RF heating and that the sawtooth cycle is
modified.

Thomson scattering [21] and interferometer [22]
data show that the line averaged electron density
is typically n̄e = 3 × 1013 cm−3 in the L mode
plasmas. Measurements with the charge exchange
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Figure 2. Time evolution of (a) the neutral beam power,

(b) the 60 MHz RF power, (c) the poloidal beta from the

equilibrium (dashed curve) and diamagnetic loop (solid

curve), (d) the d–d neutron emission, (e) the 61 keV

charge exchange signal from the V2 line of sight and

(f) the central electron temperature (measured by ECE)

on discharge 96033. Ip = 1.2 MA; BT = 1.9 T; D0 → D+

at average injection energy 〈E〉 = 74 keV and power

〈P 〉 = 1.5 MW; n̄e = 3.0×1019 m−3 (during RF heating).

recombination (CER) diagnostic [23] during RF
heating indicate that the central ion temperature
is ∼2.6 keV, the central toroidal rotation frequency
is ∼7 kHz and the central carbon density nC(0) '
1.3 × 1012 cm−3, which implies that the effective
charge is Zeff ' 2.0. A pair of magnetic loops (band-
width > 1 MHz) that are mounted ∼0.8 m above
the outer midplane and separated by 15◦ toroidally
monitors Alfvén activity with a frequency response
up to 1 MHz.

Equilibria are reconstructed using the EFIT code
[24]. For this study, the ‘standard’ reconstructions fit
data from the absolutely calibrated, 36 channel MSE
diagnostic [25] and the arrays of external magnetic
probes.

In discharge 96033 (Fig. 2), the average beam
injection energy 〈E〉 is 74 keV and the effect of the
RF heating on the plasma parameters is relatively
modest. For a similar discharge (No. 96043) with
〈E〉 = 80 keV, the increases in perpendicular stored
energy, neutron rate and sawtooth period are much
greater, as will be shown.

DIAMAGNETIC

EQUILIBRIUM

TIME (s)

P
O

LO
ID

A
L 

B
E

TA

BEAM

ICH

Figure 3. Time evolution of the poloidal beta inferred

from the diamagnetic loop signal and from the stan-

dard EFIT [24] equilibrium reconstructions on dis-

charge 96043. The baseline of the diamagnetic signal is

adjusted to match the equilibrium signal following the RF

pulse. Ip = 1.2 MA; BT = 1.9 T; 2.7 MW of D0 → D+

injection with a Left source at 80 keV; 1.1 MW of coupled

60 MHz power from the 285◦ system; n̄e = 3.3×1019 m−3

(during RF heating).

Figure 4. Time evolution of the measured neutron emis-

sion (solid curve) and the classically expected rate as

predicted by TRANSP [26] (dotted curve) and by a zero

dimensional code [18] (dashed curve) in discharge 96043.

As expected for cyclotron damping, the perpen-
dicular stored energy increases faster than the paral-
lel stored energy during the RF pulse (Fig. 3). (The
diamagnetic loop signal was imperfectly compen-
sated during the 1998 campaign, but relative changes
during the current flat top correlate with other mea-
surements of the fast ion population.) The plasma
anisotropy ∆β⊥ = βdia − βeq is approximately 10%
of the plasma beta during RF heating.

Neutron measurements show that deuterium ions
are accelerated. Predictions of the d(d, n) rate that
assume classical beam ion deposition and thermal-
ization are consistent with the measured rate prior
to the RF pulse (Fig. 4). During the RF heating,
however, the neutron rate is strongly modulated

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 10 (1999) 1371
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Figure 5. Electron temperature profile after mapping

to flux co-ordinates for the kinetic EFIT reconstruction

at (a) 1.68 s and (b) 2.00 s in discharge 96043. ECE data

from outside the magnetic axis (open diamonds), inside

the magnetic axis (solid diamonds) and data from Thom-

son scattering (crosses) are shown. During the RF pulse,

the central pressure is underestimated, resulting in mis-

alignment of the ECE data. (c) The measured thermal

pressure (solid curve) and classical beam pressure (dotted

curve) at 2.00 s, and an adjusted beam pressure (dashed

curve) that yields properly aligned ECE data. The error

bar represents the random error associated with uncer-

tainties in ne (the dominant error), Te, Ti and nC . The

abscissa is the normalized square root of the toroidal

flux ρ.

by the sawtooth cycle, increasing to values 40–50%
larger than the classical rate prior to the sawtooth
crash. The difference between the measured and pre-
dicted signals is due to the neglect of ion cyclotron
acceleration in the calculations. Under these condi-
tions, TRANSP (Ref. [26] and references therein) cal-
culations indicate that beam–plasma reactions clas-
sically account for ∼90% of the reaction rate (beam–
beam reactions contribute ∼10% and the thermonu-
clear rate is .1%), so the enhanced neutron rate is
caused by acceleration of the beam ions.

Detailed analysis of the equilibrium [10] shows
that the pressure increases near the magnetic axis.
In the ‘standard’ EFIT reconstruction, p′ and ff ′

are adjusted to minimize the χ2 value of the

magnetics and MSE data. (Here, p′ is the pressure
gradient, f is the poloidal current enclosed between
a flux surface and the central symmetric axis and χ2

is the usual statistical deviation between measured
and modelled quantities.) In a ‘kinetic’ EFIT recon-
struction, measurements of the pressure profile are
also included in the minimization. The thermal pres-
sure profile is obtained from measurements of Te, Ti,
ne and nC , but the fast ion pressure profile is not
measured. The usual procedure is to assume classi-
cal beam deposition and thermalization to obtain a
calculated beam pressure profile; however, this proce-
dure neglects RF acceleration of the beam ions. The
classical beam distribution yields an acceptable equi-
librium reconstruction prior to the RF pulse but an
incorrect equilibrium reconstruction during the RF
(Fig. 5). To achieve acceptable agreement with the
MSE data and the ECE measurement of the mag-
netic axis, the central beam pressure must be dou-
bled or tripled relative to the classical value. Integra-
tion of the adjusted pressure profile indicates that the
equilibrium stored energy (which weights the parallel
and perpendicular pressures equally) is &5% larger
than classically expected during the RF pulse.

Active charge exchange measurements confirm
that energetic, perpendicular, centrally located ions
are accelerated. The geometry of the four charge
exchange lines of sight are illustrated in Fig. 1. All
four analysers measure trapped ions. (The three ver-
tical analysers measure ions with no toroidal velocity,
while the horizontal analyser has a tangency radius
of ∼0.25 m for these experiments.) No energetic tail
ions are detected by the outermost (V3) analyser at
R = 2.1 m. Spatially resolved (active) measurements
obtained by modulating a heating beam are avail-
able for the other three analysers (Fig. 1). All three
of these analysers detect 30–60 keV neutrals during
beam injection, but the flux from R ' 1.35 m (H)
and R ' 1.5 m (V1) does not change measurably
during the RF pulse. The only signal that changes
appreciably is from the analyser that measures neu-
trals born predominately inside the q = 1 surface
(the analyser V2 at R ' 1.94 m), confirming the
central nature of the RF heating. An example of the
unprocessed signal from the analyser V2 is shown in
Fig. 2. The spikes in the neutral flux occur when one
of the diagnostic heating beams is pulsed; this is the
active charge exchange signal. Figure 6 shows the V2
energy spectrum obtained by averaging data from
six similar L mode plasmas with average injection
energies of 74–76 keV, average injected beam pow-
ers of 1.4–2.5 MW and coupled 60 MHz RF powers

1372 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 10 (1999)
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Figure 6. The V2 neutral particle spectra from six

discharges similar to discharge 96033 during beam heat-

ing alone (open diamonds) and during combined beam

and 60 MHz RF heating (crosses). The active flux is the

difference between the flux when the diagnostic heating

beam is on and when it is off. The analyser V2 mea-

sures neutrals born just outside the magnetic axis with

zero toroidal velocity (Fig. 1). The error bars represent

statistical variations in the binned data.

of 0.9–1.1 MW. The RF heating affects higher energy
beam ions more strongly than lower energy ions.
[Corrections for attenuation of the diagnostic beam
and escaping neutrals are neglected in Fig. 6 but,
because the density is 10–25% higher during the
RF pulse, these corrections increase the difference
between the ‘RF on’ and ‘RF off’ points. (The cal-
culated change is .50%.)] Presumably, beam ions
are accelerated to energies well above the injection
energy, but the analyser used in the 1998 campaign
was unable to measure neutrals above 75 keV.

The ion cyclotron waves heat the bulk plasma
effectively in this regime. The energy confinement
time with beams alone (prior to the RF) averages
84 ms for discharges like No. 96033 (Fig. 2). With
the addition of the RF, the incremental confinement
time, τinc ≡ ∆W/∆P = ∆Weq/(PRF + IP ∆VL),
averages 104 ms. The total radiated power increases
by ∼300 kW with 1 MW of 60 MHz heating, but
most of this is from the divertor; the core radiated
power barely increases (.70 kW).

As well as fourth harmonic absorption by the deu-
terium beam ions, the fast waves can be absorbed by
thermal hydrogen at the second harmonic. To inves-
tigate this effect, hydrogen gas was puffed into the
vessel in a series of discharges similar to the one
shown in Fig. 2. Absorption by beam ions results
in an enhancement of the neutron rate Sexp relative
to the classically expected rate Scl (Fig. 4). As a
convenient measure of beam ion damping, we define
the neutron enhancement Ŝ as the ratio of the peak

(a)

(b)

(c)

HYDROGEN
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Figure 7. (a) Measured neutron enhancement (Eq. (1))

versus edge hydrogen concentration for discharges similar

to 96033. The concentration H:(H+D) is measured spec-

troscopically [23] at the plasma edge from the ratio of

Hα to Dα light. The classical neutron prediction includes

the expected reduction in nd associated with hydrogen

dilution. (b) Measured central electron (crosses) and ion

temperatures (diamonds). (c) Ray tracing calculations

[29] of power absorbed by beam ions (squares), thermal

hydrogen (triangles) and electrons (crosses). Each point

represents the absorption after three ray passes in the

measured experimental profiles.

measured rate to the zero dimensional classical pre-
diction [18] during the RF heating, normalized to the
same ratio prior to the RF heating,

Ŝ = (Sexp/Scl)rf+beams/(Sexp/Scl)beams. (1)

When hydrogen gas is puffed into the vessel, the
neutron enhancement steadily decreases (Fig. 7(a)).
Only a modest rise in electron density (.10%) is
associated with the gas puff, so the reduction in neu-
tron rate is attributed to competitive wave absorp-
tion by the thermal hydrogen (Fig. 7(c)). The cen-
tral electron temperature follows the same trend,
decreasing from 2.6 to 1.9 keV in the scan; in con-
trast, the ion temperature changes little (Fig. 7(b)).
The incremental confinement time τinc decreases
∼25% at the largest hydrogen concentration. The
reason for this reduction is not certain. One possibil-
ity is that thermal hydrogen is more poorly confined

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 10 (1999) 1373
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TIME (s)

q=1 RADIUS

Te (keV)

NEUTRONS (1014n/s)

PRF (MW)

PB (MW)

Figure 8. Comparison of two discharges (Nos 96544 and

96545) with virtually identical control parameters except

for the antenna phasing. The discharge with 90◦ counter-

phasing (solid curves) has more electron and beam heat-

ing and a greater effect on the sawtooth instability than

the discharge with 90◦ co-phasing (dashed curves). The

injected beam power, coupled 60 MHz power, neutron

rate, central electron temperature (from ECE) and radius

of the q = 1 surface (from EFIT reconstructions based

on MSE and magnetics data) are shown. Ip = 1.2 MA;

BT = 1.9 T; D0 → D+ of 80 keV Left beams; n̄e =

3.5 × 1019 m−3 at 2.1 s; double null divertor configura-

tion.

than beam ions in these L mode plasmas. [Studies in
several tokamaks [1] find that the beam ion diffusiv-
ity is typically .0.1 m2/s, but the deuterium thermal
diffusivity (derived from power balance analysis) is
roughly 3 m2/s at ρ = 0.5 in these plasmas.] The
shortening of the sawtooth period may also play a
role.

The efficiency of tail formation depends sensi-
tively on antenna phasing. Generally the toroidal
phase was chosen to drive current opposite to the
plasma current (called counter-phasing at DIII-D);
the waves (and associated electron drift) propagate
in the direction of the plasma current. On one dis-
charge, however, the phasing was reversed to drive
positive current. Comparison of two virtually iden-
tical discharges (same shape and profiles of q, ne,

Figure 9. Neutron enhancement (Eq. (1)) versus the

ratio of RF frequency to deuterium cyclotron frequency

for all of the beam heated discharges in the 1998 cam-

paign with over 0.7 MW of coupled 60 MHz power

and some of the discharges with over 0.7 MW of cou-

pled 83 MHz power. (Discharges with combined 60 and

83 MHz heating are excluded.) The symbols indicate the

average beam injection energy. The cyclotron frequency

ΩD(0) is evaluated using the toroidal field at the mag-

netic axis. The Doppler shifted fourth harmonic reso-

nance layer for 80 keV Left source beam ions is at the

magnetic axis when ωRF /ΩD(0) = 4.16 (dashed line).

For the 85–86 keV points, the beams were both higher

energy and more perpendicular, so the expected Doppler

shifted resonance layer is at the magnetic axis when

ωRF /ΩD(0) = 4.11.

Te and Ti prior to the wave heating) shows that the
discharge with counter-phasing has stronger central
electron and beam ion heating than the discharge
with co-phasing (Fig. 8). The difference in stored
energy is about 4%.

The data in Figs 1–7 are all from similar dis-
charges formed on the same day. To investigate the
generality of these observations, a database of all the
60 MHz data from the 1998 campaign was assembled.
Some data acquired at 83 MHz were also included.
Figure 9 shows that the largest increases in neutron
emission occur when the fourth harmonic resonance
layer is situated near the magnetic axis. Fifth har-
monic heating results in smaller tails.

A closer examination of the data in Fig. 9 indi-
cates that the frequency of maximum absorption is
affected by the Doppler shift. Restricting the data to
the 36 discharges with an 80 keV tangential (Left)
source and over 0.7 MW of 60 MHz power, the
largest values of neutron enhancement occur when
ω/ΩD(0) ' 4.14. The observed shift of 0.14 is in

1374 Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 10 (1999)
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good agreement with the expected Doppler shift for
damping on co-passing beam ions [27], ln‖v‖/c '
0.16, so the maximum absorption occurs when the
Doppler shifted resonance is near the magnetic axis,
as expected.

The gyro-radius dependence of tail formation was
studied by injecting higher energy, more perpendicu-
lar (Right) sources than the 80 keV, tangential (Left)
sources used in most of the discharges. An increase
in the injected gyro-radius by 25% results in ∼50%
larger neutron enhancement factors (Fig. 10). This
positive dependence of tail heating on beam ion gyro-
radius is evident for the entire database of L mode
plasmas from the 1998 campaign (correlation coeffi-
cient [28] r = 0.77).

To summarize, the principal experimental results
are:

(a) Energetic, perpendicular, centrally located
beam ions are accelerated by fourth harmonic
ion cyclotron heating.

(b) The absorption increases with increasing beam
ion gyro-radius.

(c) Fifth harmonic heating is less effective.
(d) Counter antenna phasing heats better than co

antenna phasing.

k⊥ρinj
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U
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N
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Figure 10. Neutron enhancement (Eq. (1)) versus the

normalized gyro-radius of the injected beam ions for all

of the beam heated L mode discharges in the 1998 cam-

paign with over 0.7 MW of centrally located fourth har-

monic cyclotron heating. (Discharges with hydrogen con-

centrations >6% are excluded.) The abscissa employs the

approximation k⊥ ' ω/vA, with the Alfvén speed evalu-

ated using the line averaged electron density and nominal

toroidal field. The solid curve is the prediction of the sim-

ple Fokker–Planck model (Appendix) with KRF selected

to match the data at one point. Theoretical parameters

for k⊥ρinj = 1.7: Te = 2.8 keV, n̄e = 4.5 × 1019 m−3,

Winj = 80 keV, Zeff = 2.0, BT = 1.9 T, l = 4,

KRF = 41 s−1.

(e) Second harmonic heating of thermal hydrogen
is significant for hydrogen concentrations of
O(10%).

2.2. Theory of wave absorption

A complete theoretical treatment of the expected
absorption in these conditions requires coupled solu-
tions of the wave equations and of the beam ion
Fokker–Planck equation. In future campaigns, we
plan to measure the beam distribution in the energy
range 0.1–1.0 MeV. Comparison of these measure-
ments with full solutions of the Fokker–Planck equa-
tion will be reported in a future publication. As a
simple alternative, we use ray tracing to study the
wave physics and a local solution of the Fokker–
Planck equation to study the beam ion distribution
function. This simple approach successfully accounts
for all of the experimental trends documented in Sec-
tion 2.1.

For these experiments, the wavelength is much
smaller than both the minor radius (λ/a ' 0.16)
and the density gradient scale length in the plasma
core, so ray tracing techniques are valid. The CUR-
RAY code [29] represents the launched wave spec-
trum by an array of rays with power weighted phas-
ing n‖, then uses a warm plasma dispersion relation
for fast waves to follow the rays in the experimen-
tal equilibrium. Finite-beta correction terms [30] are
included in the dispersion relation. Power absorption
is calculated for electron Landau and TTMP damp-
ing, thermal ion cyclotron damping (all harmonics)
and beam ion cyclotron damping (all harmonics)
[31]. The beam population is approximated as an
isotropic Maxwellian distribution, using the classi-
cal distribution found by the ONETWO transport
code [32] in the absence of RF acceleration (weak
RF limit). (Calculations with the anisotropic slow-
ing down distribution computed by TRANSP [26]
yield similar results.) The calculation of high har-
monic ion cyclotron damping includes exact evalua-
tion of the modified Bessel functions and harmonic
overlap effects. Simple analytical formulas developed
by Porkolab [31] provide a check on the CURRAY
results.

The results of the analytical and ray tracing cal-
culations for a typical L mode plasma (similar to the
one shown in Fig. 2) are compiled in Tables 1 and 2.
Two cases are compared: 60 MHz heating (fourth
harmonic for the beam ions) and 83 MHz heating
(fifth harmonic). The calculated ray trajectories are
qualitatively similar in the two cases; in both cases,

Nuclear Fusion, Vol. 39, No. 10 (1999) 1375
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Table 1. Analytical single pass absorption [31]

Mechanism 60 MHz (l) 83 MHz (l)

Central D beam 38% (4) 21% (5)

Large-R D beam 10% (5) 12% (6)

Small-R D beam 0% (3) 0% (4)

Electron Landau 8% 4%

2% Thermal H 1% (2) –

Thermal D 0% (4) 0% (5)

Table 2. Two pass ray tracing absorption [29]

Process 60 MHz 83 MHz

P/PRF Absorbed power 58% 19%

PB/P D beam 44% 32%

Pe/P Electrons 28% 64%

PH/P 2% Thermal H 27% 4%

Table 3. Ray tracing absorption versus phase

Process Counter-phase Co-phase

P/PRF Absorbed power 64% 55%

PB/P D beam 47% 41%

Pe/P Electrons 24% 33%

PH/P 2% Thermal H 28% 26%

central absorption dominates on the first few passes
of the rays. More of the launched power is absorbed
at 60 MHz than at 83 MHz, however (58% on the first
few passes versus 19%). Both the simple analytical
calculation and the ray tracing calculation find that
beam ion absorption is dominant at 60 MHz, con-
sistent with the experimental observations of strong
fourth harmonic beam ion acceleration. Both calcu-
lations also successfully predict the weaker beam ion
acceleration at 83 MHz (Tables 1 and 2). The predic-
tions have a simple mathematical explanation: even
for k⊥ρi ∼ 1, high order Bessel functions decrease
rapidly with increasing harmonic number.

The ray tracing calculations also account for
the results of the hydrogen gas puffing experi-
ment. As the hydrogen concentration increases, the
hydrogen absorption increases and both the beam–
ion and electron absorption decrease (Fig. 7(c)),
which explains the observed reduction in neutron
rate (Fig. 7(a)). The observed reduction in electron

temperature (Fig. 7(b)) is probably caused by the
reduction in direct absorption and by a reduction in
collisional power transfer from the tail ions. (Because
of their high velocities, accelerated beam ions col-
lide primarily with electrons, but accelerated ther-
mal protons transfer energy to both electrons and
ions.) The basic reason fourth harmonic absorption
by beam ions is larger than second harmonic absorp-
tion by thermal hydrogen is that the beam ion gyro-
radius is nine times larger than the thermal hydrogen
gyro-radius.

For the experimental case shown in Fig. 8, the ray
tracing code predicts that 30% of the RF power is
absorbed by beam ions with counter-phasing while,
with co-phasing, the predicted beam ion absorption
is only 22% (Table 3). In this calculation, the classi-
cal slowing down distribution computed by TRANSP
[26] is employed. Both the ray trajectories and the
location of the Doppler shifted resonance layer are
affected by the phasing. For counter-phasing, the
Doppler shift moves the resonance layer ∼7 cm closer
to the magnetic axis, but for co-phasing the shift
is in the opposite direction (Fig. 9). The predic-
tion is consistent with the experimental trends, but
the observed difference is probably even larger. Esti-
mates based on our model solution to the Fokker–
Planck equation (Section 2.3) suggest that the cen-
tral power to the beam ions is twice as large with
counter-phasing.

2.3. Predicted neutron enhancement

To study the effect of the RF power absorption on
the volume averaged neutron rate, we use a simple
model for the beam ion distribution function pat-
terned after Stix’s classic treatment of fundamental
minority heating [33]. The model (Appendix) ignores
spatial variations in the RF power deposition and
beam distribution. Anisotropy in velocity space is
approximated using formulas suggested by Hammett
[34]. The Fokker–Planck equation for the distribution
function f is solved in terms of the energy W ; the
most important terms in the equation are the beam
source, the collisional drag on electrons and thermal
ions, and the angle averaged quasi-linear RF diffu-
sion operator [35],

Q =
KRF√

W

∂

∂W

(
W 3/2DRF (W )

∂f

∂W

)
(2)

where KRF is a constant that depends on the wave
field and is proportional to the RF power and DRF is
proportional to the Bessel function J2

l−1(k⊥ρi). (Here
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inj

Figure 11. Model beam ion distribution function versus

energy for three different values of k⊥ρinj . The parame-

ters are the ones used to fit the data in Fig. 10.

k⊥ is the perpendicular wavenumber and ρi(W ) is
the fast ion gyro-radius.)

This simple model reproduces the observed para-
metric dependences of the neutron rate. Within the
framework of the model, the RF power deposition
KRF is a free parameter. (The beam deposition rate
also is a free parameter but does not affect the pre-
dicted neutron enhancement.) All the other param-
eters in the model are measured. The RF param-
eter KRF is adjusted to yield the average neutron
enhancement for the parameters of discharge 96043.
Then, with all other parameters held fixed, the
dependence of the distribution function f on k⊥ρinj

is computed. The results are shown in Figs 10 and
11. The predicted neutron enhancement agrees well
with the measured values (Fig. 10). The calculated
distribution function both below and above the injec-
tion energy is quite sensitive to the value of k⊥ρinj

(Fig. 11). For k⊥ρinj = 1.1, the distribution func-
tion is essentially a slowing down distribution and no
enhancement to the neutron emission is predicted or
observed. Near k⊥ρinj = 1.5, a tail begins to appear
and the neutron rate is enhanced. The enhanced neu-
tron emission is generated by tail ions above Winj

and by the ‘hump’ of additional ions just below Winj ,
with roughly equal contributions from each region.
For fourth harmonic heating at this Alfvén speed,
the maximum value of RF diffusion coefficient DRF

occurs when W ' 250 keV (Fig. 12), so any increase
in ρinj results in larger RF acceleration.

The model also successfully predicts weak central
fifth harmonic heating. For the present experimen-
tal parameters, the RF diffusion coefficient at the
injection energy is 2.2 times smaller at the fifth har-
monic than at the fourth harmonic (Fig. 12). Using
the same parameters as in Fig. 10, the predicted neu-
tron enhancement for central fifth harmonic heating

ENERGY (keV)

D
R

F

60 MHz
(l=4)

83 MHz
(l=5)

Figure 12. Angle averaged quasi-linear diffusion coef-

ficient DRF (Eq. (10)) versus energy for the parameters

used to fit the data in Fig. 10. At the injection energy

(vertical line), DRF is 2.2 times larger for fourth har-

monic heating (solid curve) than for fifth harmonic heat-

ing (dashed curve).

is only 1.12, in excellent agreement with the mea-
sured value of 1.14± 0.05.

3. Effect on stability

In this section, enhanced sawtooth stability (Sec-
tion 3.1), Alfvén instability (Section 3.2) and the
eventual sawtooth crash (Section 3.3) are discussed.

3.1. Enhanced sawtooth stability

Under some conditions, combined beam and
60 MHz RF heating doubles or triples the sawtooth
period (Fig. 13(a)). If enhanced sawtooth stabil-
ity occurs, it virtually always appears immediately
after onset of the RF (in the first or second saw-
tooth cycle). When the plasma conditions remain
approximately constant, many enhanced periods are
observed, as in Fig. 13. In cases where only mod-
est increases in period are observed (as in Fig. 2),
the first or second period is usually longest; presum-
ably, the modest (.25%) increase in density associ-
ated with the RF increases the collisional drag on
the beam ion tail, decreasing the energetic ion den-
sity below the threshold for sawtooth stabilization.

In many cases, the large ‘monster’ sawtooth crash
after a period of enhanced stability causes a transi-
tion to H mode (presumably because the large heat
pulse triggers a bifurcation in edge transport). An
example is shown in Fig. 14. Immediately after the
RF is turned on, the sawtooth period doubles from
∼100 ms to ∼200 ms. The neutron rate is ∼50%
larger than the classical prediction during this time.
The first ‘monster’ crash at 1.97 s triggers an H mode
transition (evidenced by the characteristic reduction
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TIME (s)

q=1 RADIUS

q0

Te (keV)

TST

Figure 13. Time evolution of (a) the central electron

temperature from ECE, (b) the safety factor q on-axis

and (c) the normalized radius ρ of the q = 1 surface in

discharge 96043. The 60 MHz RF heating begins at 1.8 s.

The sawtooth period TST is indicated. The measurements

of q are determined from EFIT reconstructions that fit

MSE and magnetics data.

in Dα light). Since the antenna is operated at a fixed
peak voltage, the reduced antenna loading [17, 36]
causes an immediate reduction in coupled RF power.
Meanwhile, the plasma density begins to increase in
response to the improved particle confinement. Ini-
tially, the transition has little effect on either the
beam ion tail (as indicated by the neutron enhance-
ment) or the sawtooth period. In fact, the tail is sus-
tained with ∼50% of the initial RF power! Eventu-
ally, however, on the timescale of the density rise, the
neutron rate and sawtooth period approach the lev-
els observed in the absence of the RF. Presumably,
in the high density H mode plasma, collisional drag
dominates over RF acceleration. Enhanced sawtooth
periods were never observed in the 1998 campaign if
the RF pulse began after the H mode transition.

Enhanced sawtooth periods are not observed in
the absence of a beam ion tail; however, some plas-
mas with a large tail do not have enhanced sawtooth
periods (Fig. 15). Apparently, tail formation is a nec-
essary, but not sufficient, condition for enhanced saw-
tooth stability. The large scatter in Fig. 15 is not

TIME (s)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 14. Time evolution of (a) the coupled 60 MHz

power, (b) atomic deuterium light from the divertor,

(c) n̄e from an interferometer measurement, (d) the ratio

of the neutron rate to the classical rate predicted by the

zero dimensional code and (e) the central electron tem-

perature from ECE on discharge 96476. Ip = 1.2 MA;

BT = 1.9 T; 2.7 MW of D0 → D+ Left source beam

injection at 80 keV; double null divertor configuration.

NEUTRON ENHANCEMENT

∆T
S

T
 (

m
s)

Figure 15. Difference between the sawtooth period dur-

ing the RF heating and the sawtooth period prior to

the RF, ∆TST , versus the neutron enhancement factor

Ŝ (Eq. (1)) for all of the discharges in the 1998 campaign

with beam injection energy of less than 81 keV.
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caused by differing positions of the resonant layer,
as most of the plasmas with large values of neutron
enhancement were centrally heated.

In L mode, approximately 1 MW of coupled
60 MHz power is needed to affect the sawtooth period
appreciably (Fig. 16). If sawtooth stabilization was
already established during the L mode phase, length-
ened sawtooth periods sometimes persisted at lower

60 MHz POWER (MW)

T
S

T
 (

m
s)

L-MODE

H-MODE

Figure 16. Sawtooth period versus coupled RF power

for all of the discharges in the 1998 campaign. For the

H mode data (squares), the coupled power was typically

a factor of two larger in the L mode phase (crosses) of

the discharge (cf. Fig. 14).

Figure 17. Sawtooth period versus the ratio of RF fre-

quency to deuterium cyclotron frequency for all of the

beam heated discharges in the 1998 campaign with over

0.7 MW of coupled 60 MHz power and some of the dis-

charges with over 0.7 MW of coupled 83 MHz power.

(Discharges with combined 60 MHz and 83 MHz heating

are excluded.) The cyclotron frequency ΩD(0) is evalu-

ated using the nominal toroidal field at the major radius

of the last closed flux surface.

power levels (0.5–0.7 MW) during the H mode phase
(the H mode points with TST > 200 ms in Fig. 16).

Enhanced sawtooth stability occurs when the
fourth harmonic resonance layer is near the mag-
netic axis (Fig. 17). To date, long sawtooth periods
have been observed only for beam powers of 2.5–
3.3 MW (not for >4 MW or <2 MW). Stabilization
is not observed for n̄e & 4 × 1013 cm−3. The saw-
tooth period does not correlate with plasma shap-
ing parameters such as the elongation or the gap
between the outer wall and the plasma (correlation
coefficient |r| < 0.2). The dependence on the edge
safety factor has not been studied yet; all discharges
have q95 =4.6–5.2.

3.2. Alfvén modes

Alfvén activity is often observed in plasmas with
lengthened sawtooth periods. Frequently, a mode is
first detected by the magnetic diagnostics when the
central electron temperature saturates (Fig. 18); the
mode then persists until the sawtooth crash.

These persistent Alfvén modes are probably
TAEs. Figure 19 shows the gap structure of ideal
MHD [37] for the discharge shown in Fig. 18. The
relatively strong magnetic shear causes significant
radial variation in the position of the toroidicity
induced gap. This indicates that a mode of large
global extent will suffer continuum damping [38, 39]
or mode conversion [40]. Because the beam injection
is unidirectional, the DIII-D plasma rotates in the
direction of the plasma current. This implies that
the mode frequency in the plasma frame ωpl differs
from the measured frequency in the laboratory frame
ωlab by the Doppler shift, ωpl ' ωlab − nωrot, where
n is the toroidal mode number. Since the radial loca-
tion of the Alfvén mode cannot be determined from
the magnetics measurements, the toroidal rotation
profile ωrot is used to estimate ωpl as a function of
radial position [41]. The measured mode frequency
falls in the TAE gap near the centre of the plasma
and in the gap induced by ellipticity [42] (the EAE
gap) near the plasma edge. Since the Alfvén activ-
ity correlates strongly with central quantities such as
Te(0), the V2 neutral particle signal, and the neutron
rate (discussed later), it is reasonable to assume that
the mode is excited in the plasma interior. If this
assumption is correct, the persistent Alfvén modes
are TAEs.

The gradual evolution of the mode frequency in
Fig. 18 is probably caused by changes in the back-
ground plasma parameters. The frequency drops 13%
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Figure 18. (a) Central electron temperature and

(b) magnetics frequency spectrum for discharge 96043.

Contours of the logarithm of the amplitude are shown. A

TAE appears near 1.92 s and persists until the sawtooth

crash at 2.03 s. (The low frequency mode after the saw-

tooth crash is the successor oscillation shown in Fig. 25.)

The neutron rate (dashed curve) in arbitrary units is also

shown.
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Figure 19. Continuum of ideal MHD versus normalized

radius ρ at 2.02 s in discharge 96043. The measured fre-

quency including a local correction for the Doppler shift

(solid line) is shown; a toroidal mode number n = 5 is

assumed. The q profile (dashed curve) is derived from the

EFIT reconstruction that fits magnetics and MSE data.

The dotted curve indicates the higher frequency mode

shown in Fig. 21.

between 1.915 and 2.025 s. During this time, the
electron density at ρ = 0.2 increases 25%, which
should lower the TAE frequency ∼12%. The q pro-
file also evolves (Fig. 13(b)), which shifts the radial
location of a given mode. In addition, beta increases
16%. Theoretically, pressure effects tend to raise the
frequency by elevating the entire gap structure [37]
but tend to decrease the frequency by shifting the

mode from the centre of the TAE gap towards the
lower continuum [43]. We conclude that the mea-
sured changes in ne and β can account for the grad-
ual evolution of the measured frequency and are con-
sistent with identification as a TAE. [On the other
hand, the number of fast ions (as inferred from the
neutrons) also increases 15%, so conceivably ener-
getic particles also affect the frequency.]

The persistent TAEs only occur in discharges with
long sawtooth periods (Fig. 20) that have more than
∼1 MW of coupled 60 MHz power. Usually a sin-
gle peak is observed, although occasionally a dou-
blet is observed. The toroidal mode number ranges
from n = 4 to n = 7, with n = 6 typically observed.
In unstable beam heated discharges in DIII-D, the
TAE toroidal mode number is usually n = 3–5 [44]
while, during RF heating in larger tokamaks [45–47],
n ' 10 is typical.

In some discharges, higher frequency Alfvén activ-
ity is observed (Fig. 21). In the plasma frame, these
modes have the frequency of an EAE in the plasma
interior and of a triangularity induced Alfvén eigen-
mode (NAE) at the plasma edge (Fig. 19). The
higher frequency modes are found in plasmas with
smaller changes in the sawtooth period (Fig. 20);
another difference is that they often appear after
a sawtooth crash and disappear later in the cycle

TST (ms)

A
E
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U
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N
C

Y
 (

kH
z)

NO AE

INTERMITTENT
PERSISTENT

COMPLEX

Figure 20. Laboratory frequency of Alfvén activity

(from magnetics) versus duration of the sawtooth period

for all of the 60 MHz data in the 1998 campaign. Dis-

charges without any detectable activity (crosses) are

assigned zero frequency. Some discharges have modes

that persist until the sawtooth crash (squares) while, in

other discharges, the modes usually appear after the saw-

tooth crash (diamonds). In H mode, the spectrum is com-

plicated (asterisks) by ELMs and by modes that appear

even in the absence of the RF power.
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Figure 21. (a) Central electron temperature and

(b) magnetics frequency spectrum for a discharge similar

to the one shown in Fig. 2. The high frequency mode that

appears after the sawtooth crashes is probably aliased at

the Nyquist frequency of 500 kHz. The contour intervals

are the same as those in Fig. 18.
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Figure 22. Frequency of Alfvén activity versus the

nominal TAE frequency for the persistent (squares) and

high frequency intermittent (diamonds) data in the 1998

campaign. The measured frequency is corrected for the

Doppler shift using ωpl = ωlab−nωrot, where ωlab is mea-

sured by the magnetics, n = 5 is assumed and ωrot is the

central toroidal rotation measured by the CER diagnos-

tic. The data in the box are corrected for aliasing (about

the Nyquist frequency of 500 kHz). The abscissa is calcu-

lated from the vacuum toroidal field and the line averaged

electron density; q = 1 is assumed. The lines indicate the

expected central TAE and EAE frequencies, respectively.

(Fig. 21). The frequency of these modes gradu-
ally increases during the sawtooth cycle (Fig. 21),
but this is probably caused by aliasing (see below);
most likely the true frequency gradually decreases
as the density increases, as for the persistent TAEs.
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Figure 23. Frequency of Alfvén activity during the RF

pulse versus (a) ∼61 keV neutral flux from the V2 anal-

yser and (b) the difference in beta poloidal, βdia
p −βequil

p .

The data are from all of the discharges on one run-

day (Figs 2–5). The V2 line of sight was excited by a

Right source beam (crosses) and by a Left source beam

(squares); the axes are shifted (but not rescaled) to lie on

the same graph. The diamagnetic signal is normalized to

agree with the equilibrium signal following the RF heat-

ing (as in Fig. 3). Discharges without detectable Alfvén

activity are assigned zero frequency. The horizontal error

bars represent typical uncertainties.

Another difference between the persistent TAEs and
the intermittent higher frequency modes is that the
central electron temperature saturates in discharges
with TAEs (Fig. 18) but does not saturate in dis-
charges with higher frequency modes (Fig. 21).

The density and toroidal field dependence of the
mode frequency are consistent with identification as
Alfvén eigenmodes (Fig. 22). The central frequency
of the persistent modes agrees well with the expected
frequency of TAEs in the plasma core (correlation
coefficient r = 0.86). For most of the discharges,
the Nyquist frequency was 500 kHz. The frequencies
of the intermittent higher frequency modes appar-
ently are aliased. After reflecting the data about
the Nyquist frequency, the data agree well with
the expected EAE frequency (correlation coefficient
r = 0.80). On a few discharges, data were acquired
at 2 MHz but no EAE or NAE activity in the range
500–1000 kHz was observed.
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Neutral particle data are available for the dis-
charges with EAE activity. The modes are observed
only in the plasmas that have a large efflux
of high energy neutrals from the centre of the
plasma (Fig. 23(a)); Alfvén activity is absent in
discharges with little increase in central flux dur-
ing the RF pulse. Also, the discharges with EAE
activity are more anisotropic than the stable dis-
charges (Fig. 23(b)). Evidently, a centrally located,
anisotropic, energetic beam ion tail is required to
excite Alfvén modes. However, the EAEs often
appear immediately after a sawtooth crash (Fig. 21),
so they may be excited when the centrally heated
energetic ions are redistributed to the plasma periph-
ery.

The onset of persistent TAE activity apparently
causes Te to saturate. The correlation noted in
Fig. 18 is found in all of the discharges with per-
sistent TAE activity (Fig. 24). Saturation of Te(0)
is only observed in plasmas with Alfvén activity.
Even though the central electron temperature sat-
urates, the volume averaged neutron rate continues
to increase until the sawtooth crash (Fig. 18). In
fact, it is likely that the Alfvén activity begins to
affect Te(0) even before the modes are detected by
the magnetics; on TFTR, internal Alfvén modes are
observed by a reflectometer diagnostic∼20 ms before
they are detected by edge magnetic probes [47]. Pre-
sumably, the Alfvén modes cause anomalous beam
ion transport in the plasma core. The redistributed
beam ions continue to produce neutrons, but the
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Figure 24. Time of saturation of the central electron

temperature (relative to the subsequent sawtooth crash)

versus time of first observation of a persistent TAE for all

of the discharges in the 1998 campaign. Typical uncer-

tainties are indicated. The line indicates perfect agree-

ment.

central beam ion density saturates near the marginal
stability point [48]. With the central beam ion den-
sity fixed, the power transfer from the energetic ions
to the electrons saturates, which results in saturation
of Te(0). Changes in electron transport associated
with the TAE activity may also play a role.

3.3. Sawtooth crash

Eventually sawtooth stability is lost and a ‘mon-
ster’ crash occurs. An example of the sawtooth crash
is shown in Fig. 25. There is a 6 kHz n = 1 magnetic
precursor that grows at a rate of ∼3 ms−1. The crash
itself appears as a spike on several magnetic channels;
the relative delay of the spike varies rapidly with
toroidal angle. This particular crash triggers a per-
sistent n = 2 successor oscillation. The bandwidth
of the radiometer ECE signal was limited by the
electronics to ∼25 kHz; the crash duration is shorter
than 0.02 ms. The island size measured by ECE is
very small (�1 cm) up to the last period prior to
the crash. In contrast, during beam heating alone,
the island grows to ∼15 cm prior to the crash. A
rapid 15% reduction in neutron emission occurs at
the sawtooth crash.

The MSE measurements indicate that, with RF
heating, the crash occurs for a lower value of q0

and a larger value of the q = 1 radius than with
beam heating alone (Figs 13(b,c)). Detailed analy-
sis of the q profile just before and after the crash
at 2030 ms is shown in Fig. 26(a). Within exper-
imental uncertainty, q0 returns to unity after the
sawtooth crash, indicating that complete reconnec-
tion of poloidal flux inside the q = 1 radius must
be taking place. The MSE pitch angle measurements
(converted to an equivalent poloidal field profile) are
shown in Fig. 26(b), where the change in slope from
before to after the crash is clearly visible. Note that
there are nine MSE channels inside the q = 1 surface,
which gives high confidence that the change in q0

during the sawtooth cycle is accurately determined.
The uncertainty in q0 due to statistical fluctuations
in the MSE data is small, of the order of δq = ±0.01,
while systematic errors are estimated to be ∼±0.05.
The effect of the radial electric field [25] on the MSE
measurements has been considered and is negligi-
ble in these discharges. The inferred q = 1 surface
is in good agreement (within 2 cm) with the inver-
sion radius measured by ECE. Relaxation of q0 ' 1
was reported previously for DIII-D [49], but these
changes in safety factor (∆q ' 0.2) are much larger
in this case.
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Figure 25. Magnetic probe signals, central electron

temperature and neutron rate at the monster sawtooth

crash at 2.031 s in discharge 96043. The magnetic probes

are at the outer midplane and are separated by 170◦

toroidally.

In many instances, partial reconnection events are
observed within 50 ms of the monster sawtooth crash
(cf. Te traces in Figs 2, 8 and 13). Although the gross
features of the q profile are consistent with a flat q

profile inside the inversion radius immediately after
the sawtooth crash, these subsequent partial saw-
teeth suggest the existence of some non-monotonic
fine-scale structure in q(r).

The normalized q = 1 radius is always approxi-
mately 0.30 at the time of the crash during the RF
heating (Fig. 13(c)). This constancy of the q = 1
radius is observed for all of the L mode discharges
with TAEs in the 1998 campaign (Fig. 27), even
though the duration of the sawtooth period varies
by a factor of two! Irrespective of the rate of cen-
tral current diffusion, once the q = 1 radius reaches
0.30 ± 0.02, a crash occurs. Alternatively, the data
can be interpreted as a limit on the central safety
factor to values above 0.83± 0.02.

The q = 1 radius at the time of the crash is ∼50%
larger than that with beams alone (Fig. 13), presum-
ably because the accelerated tail ions provide addi-
tional sawtooth stability. Theoretically, the number
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Figure 26. (a) Safety factor and (b) vertical field mea-

sured by MSE versus major radius immediately before

(solid curves) and after (dashed curves) a monster saw-

tooth crash. The location of the inversion radius and the

radius of the maximum n = 1 precursor oscillation mea-

sured by the ECE diagnostic are also shown.

of energetic ions Nb needed to stabilize the sawtooth
depends sensitively on the radius of the q = 1 sur-
face r1, scaling as r3

1 [12]. Because the TAE activity
causes saturation of the central beam-ion population,
discharges with similar Alfvén gap structures have
similar values of Nb, even though the RF absorption
varies. Since the TAE activity enforces the condition
Nb ' const, the discharges all lose sawtooth stability
at the same value of r1.

In H mode, the limiting value of r1 is smaller
(∼0.20), but the limiting value is still independent
of the sawtooth period (Fig. 27). The difference
between L mode and H mode plasmas could be
caused by changes in the q profile that alter the ideal
MHD stability of the sawtooth (e.g., the magnetic
shear near the q = 1 surface may change) or it may
be caused by changes in the Alfvén gap structure
that lower the threshold for TAE activity.
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Figure 27. (a) Normalized radius ρ of the q = 1 sur-

face and (b) central safety factor q0 at the time of the

sawtooth crash versus sawtooth period for all of the dis-

charges in the 1998 campaign with persistent TAE activ-

ity during the period of sawtooth stabilization. The q

profile is from EFIT reconstructions that fit MSE and

magnetics data. The symbols indicate whether the dis-

charge was in L mode (crosses) or H mode (squares).

4. Discussion

Fourth harmonic heating of beam ions is an effec-
tive heating scheme in these experiments. The incre-
mental energy confinement time is usually larger
than the confinement time prior to the RF heating
(during beam heating alone), presumably because
the fast ions are better confined than the thermal
plasma.

The density was modest in these experiments. If
the coupled power is increased to overcome increased
collisional drag (PRF ∝ ne at constant temperature),
fourth harmonic heating should also work in higher
density plasmas. Because of the dependence of k⊥
on the Alfvén speed, higher density increases k⊥ρi

(∝ √
ne), which leads to stronger beam ion absorp-

tion (Fig. 10). On the other hand, in plasmas with
high ion temperatures, second harmonic heating of
thermal hydrogen could absorb most of the power.

The dependence on antenna phasing (Fig. 8) is
similar to observations on JET [50]. Since differences
in direct electron heating efficiency are also observed
in DIII-D [51], it seems likely that the stronger
beam ion heating with counter-current propagation
is caused by differences in wave propagation [52]
rather than by a particle pinch [50]. The shift of the
resonance layer relative to the magnetic axis caused
by the Doppler effect may also play a role.

DENSITY (1019 m-3)

q Ψ

JT-60 l=2 
> 2 MW

JET l=1

> 3 MW

TFTR l=1

> 2.2 MW

DIII-D l=4

> 1 MW

Figure 28. Operational space for sawtooth stabilization

experiments in DIII-D, JET [11], TFTR [66] and JT-60

[5]. (Adapted from Kimura et al. [5].)

The enhanced sawtooth stability seems consis-
tent with the conventional picture of precessional
drift stabilization [12]. Deeply trapped ions with
energies of 80 keV precess at a frequency of ωd '
cW/(ZerRBT ) ' 1.6 × 105 rad/s, which is an order
of magnitude higher than the observed Doppler cor-
rected sawtooth precursor frequency. For moderate
anisotropy, the poloidal beta of the fast ions βph must
exceed πα1ε

1/2
1 [(βp)2− (βMHD

p )2], where α1 is a con-
stant that depends on the details of the distribution
function, ε1 is the aspect ratio of the q = 1 surface,
βMHD

p is the poloidal beta in the absence of fast-
ion stabilization and βp is the achievable poloidal
beta with fast ions [12]. Using the volume averaged
poloidal beta before and during RF power injection
to estimate βMHD

p and βp, respectively, the expected
threshold in βph/α1 is ∼0.08, which is of the same
magnitude as the observed anisotropy of the plasma
(Fig. 3).

In terms of density and safety factor, the opera-
tional space for sawtooth stabilization is similar to
that observed with fundamental minority and sec-
ond harmonic heating schemes in other large toka-
maks (Fig. 28). The required RF power is smaller,
but this is primarily due to the smaller volume of
DIII-D. The threshold power density of ∼50 kW/m3

with fourth harmonic beam ion heating is compara-
ble to the threshold power density for second har-
monic beam ion heating in JT-60.

The TAEs are probably excited through reso-
nances with the precessional motion of the trapped
beam ions. Theoretically [53], the resonance condi-
tion is ωTAE = nωd + mωb, where ωd and ωb are
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the bounce and precessional frequencies, respectively,
and n and m are integers. If the mode is driven by
deeply trapped 100 keV ions, the required toroidal
mode number is n ' ωTAE/(ωd +ωrot) ' 7, which is
consistent with the measured value.

Unlike the complicated ‘tornado’ spectra in JT-
60U [54], the ‘chirping’ spectra in TFTR [47] and the
‘pitchfork’ spectra in JET [46], the Alfvén spectra in
our experiments usually consist of a single steady
mode. (Occasionally two modes briefly coexist.) Dif-
ferences in power probably account for the different
behaviour: in our experiment, the RF power is barely
adequate to stabilize the sawtooth or destabilize the
TAEs, while the JT-60U, TFTR and JET plasmas
are driven well above threshold. Gradual saturation
near the marginal stability point is readily achieved
in a weakly driven system [55], but more compli-
cated phenomena occur in strongly driven systems.
(It should be noted, however, that, although there
is a general tendency in the TFTR data for more
peaks to appear in the spectrum with increasing
RF power [48], complicated spectra are sometimes
observed near the threshold for sawtooth stabiliza-
tion [47, 56].)

At the sawtooth crash, our absolutely calibrated
MSE diagnostic indicates that q0 returns to unity
(Fig. 13). The temporal behaviour of q0 is simi-
lar to data obtained on JT-60U during second har-
monic heating [57]; these data were corroborated by
the TAE behaviour. Complete reconnection is consis-
tent with the Kadomtsev model [58] of the sawtooth
crash.

The large 15% reduction in neutron emission at
the sawtooth crash (Fig. 25) is not surprising. The
central density drops roughly 10%, which causes
some reduction in the beam–plasma rate, but the
beam ions are probably also redistributed. Theoreti-
cally, redistribution is expected when the crash dura-
tion is shorter than the precessional period [59]; in
our case, the crash duration (<20 µs) is significantly
shorter than the precessional period of full energy
beam ions (∼40 µs).

What is required to stabilize sawteeth indefi-
nitely? Naively, one would increase the RF power to
increase the number of tail ions Nb inside the q = 1
surface, but this is unlikely to work. Both sawtooth
stability and TAE instability are caused by trapped
beam ions. The saturation of the electron temper-
ature (Fig. 12), together with the steady, gradu-
ally growing amplitude of the TAE, strongly sug-
gest that the central beam ion density saturates at
a level that is determined by the stability properties

FAST ION PRESSURE

M
H

D
 D

R
IV

E

SAWTOOTH FIS
H

B
O

N
E

Figure 29. Diagram illustrating the sawtooth sta-

bilization scenarios. The ordinate represents the ideal

MHD energy that drives the sawtooth instability and the

abscissa represents the stabilizing fast ion beta. In the

region underneath the triangle the plasma is stable. If

the MHD drive grows too large, a sawtooth crash occurs;

if the fast ion beta grows too large, a precessional drift

fishbone occurs. The dotted line represents the temporal

trajectory during the sawtooth cycle in the present exper-

iments; the MHD drive steadily increases as the current

diffuses but the fast ion pressure stops increasing when a

TAE is excited. The jagged trajectory (long dashed line)

represents a condition with much larger RF power. The

dashed line represents the beneficial effect of improved

TAE stability.

of the TAE. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 29.
Driving the system harder with additional RF power
only results in stronger oscillations about the TAE
threshold beta, but does not enhance sawtooth sta-
bility. In fact, oscillations about the marginal sta-
bility point trigger the sawtooth crash at a slightly
lower value of βp (MHD drive) than would otherwise
be achieved, as suggested by the observation that
‘chirping modes’ trigger monster sawteeth in TFTR
[47]. The key to enhanced sawtooth stability is to
raise the TAE threshold.

The TAE threshold can be increased either by
increasing the TAE damping or by decreasing the
TAE drive. A sheared gap structure can increase
TAE damping [44, 60, 61], but the gap structure
(Fig. 19) is already relatively narrow in these plas-
mas. Theoretically [43, 62], increasing the plasma
beta can also increase the damping. Alternatively,
one can modify the fast ion distribution function
to maximize sawtooth stabilization while minimizing
TAE drive. Theoretically, for both the internal kink
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and the sawtooth, the fast ion term in the dispersion
relation is of the form [63]

γ ∝
〈

ω∗h
ωd − ω

ω2
df

〉
(3)

where the diamagnetic frequency ω∗h is proportional
to the gradient of the hot particle pressure and the
brackets represent an average over the distribution
function f . For the TAEs, the mode frequency ω is
typically much larger than the precessional frequency
ωd but, for the sawtooth, ω � ωd. This implies that
the ratio of destabilizing TAE drive to stabilizing
sawtooth drive scales as
γTAE

γST
∝ 〈ω2

df〉
〈ωdf〉 '

〈W 2f〉
〈Wf〉 . (4)

According to Eq. (4), the TAEs weight the high
energy portion of the distribution function more
heavily than the internal kink. This implies that the
ideal distribution has many particles at intermediate
energies to provide sawtooth stabilization, but little
‘tail’ at high energies to destabilize the TAE.

To achieve the ideal distribution function, one
chooses the injection energy Winj to correspond to
the lowest possible precession frequency that pro-
vides sawtooth stabilization. For high harmonic heat-
ing, the RF diffusion coefficient DRF has a maximum
value for a particular value of k⊥ρinj (Fig. 12). The
harmonic number and Alfvén speed are selected so
that the maximum of DRF occurs near the injection
energy. This gives maximal acceleration near Winj ,
which produces a ‘hump’ in the distribution func-
tion. Above Winj , DRF decreases (the acceleration
is weaker), so tail formation is minimized. The RF
power and density are adjusted so KRF τse is mod-
est; if this parameter is too small, RF acceleration
is negligible while, if this parameter is too large, an
excessively long tail is generated. (Of course, in a
reactor, other constraints such as the alpha parti-
cle birth energy may dictate the effective injection
energy.)

Even with Nb optimized through TAE control, a
sawtooth crash will eventually occur if the q = 1
radius grows too large (since Nb ∝ r3

1). Unless there
is some form of current profile control, the same ther-
mal instability that drives the sawtooth cycle will
eventually overwhelm the additional stability mar-
gin provided by the fast ions. With non-inductive
current drive to tailor the current profile, sawtooth-
free operation with q0 . 0.8 should be possible. For
DIII-D, off-axis electron cyclotron current drive in
the direction of the plasma current [64] is an attrac-
tive possibility.

5. Conclusions

Fourth harmonic heating of deuterium beam ions
creates an energetic perpendicular beam population
inside the q = 1 surface. The absorption increases
as k⊥ρinj increases. Second harmonic absorption on
thermal hydrogen is important for concentrations
above ∼5%.

The precessing beam ions can transiently stabi-
lize the sawtooth when the RF power exceeds 1 MW
and the resonance layer is located inside the q = 1
surface.

The trapped ions also destabilize the TAEs and
EAEs. The TAEs are responsible for saturation of
the central electron temperature.

Sawtooth crashes are caused by current accumu-
lation on-axis. Because the beam population is lim-
ited by the TAEs, the crashes always occur when the
q = 1 surface reaches the same radius.

Complete reconnection at the sawtooth crashes
occurs.

In future work, we plan to measure the beam ion
distribution above 100 keV. These data are needed
for quantitative comparisons with theories of wave
damping, sawtooth stabilization and TAE destabi-
lization. The dependence of sawtooth stabilization
and magnetic reconnection on plasma shape will be
investigated. We will also attempt to stabilize saw-
teeth for the duration of the RF pulse in a high-
li plasma with high confinement [65] through non-
inductive current profile control.

Appendix

Model distribution function

The beam ion distribution function f is a func-
tion of position r and velocity v. Since the neutron
data are volume averaged, we seek a local solution
and ignore the spatial dependence of f . The energy
W and pitch angle ξ = cos−1(v‖/v) are selected as
velocity space co-ordinates. Since the beam–target
neutron rate only depends upon energy, our goal is
to express the distribution function in terms of the
energy alone, f = f(W ).

The Fokker–Planck equation is

∂f

∂t
= C + Q + S (5)

where C represents the collision operator, Q repre-
sents RF acceleration and S represents sources and
sinks. We seek a steady state solution, ∂f/∂t = 0. In
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the collision operator, energy diffusion is negligible
since Te and Ti are small compared with the injec-
tion energy Winj . The most important term in the
collision operator is the drag term,

1√
W

∂

∂W

(
2

τse
(W 3/2 + W 3/2

c )f
)

(6)

where τse is the velocity slowing down time on elec-
trons and Wc ' 22Te (for deuterium) is the critical
energy where electron drag and thermal ion drag are
equal. The role of pitch angle scattering is subtle.
Pitch angle scattering has no effect on the beam–
target reaction rate, so an isotropic model suffices
for W < Winj . Above the injection energy, reso-
nance localization tends to narrow the distribution
function into an anisotropic two dimensional distri-
bution at high energies but this tendency is opposed
by pitch angle scattering. We employ a model distri-
bution suggested by Hammett [34],

f(W, ξ) = cfiso exp(−|ξ − π/2|/σ) (7)

where c is a normalizing constant that matches the
solution for W ≤ Winj to the solution for W > Winj ,
fiso is the solution to the isotropic Fokker–Planck
equation (discussed later), and

σ =
(

Zeff

4A〈Z2
i /A〉 [1 + (W/Wc)3/2]−1

)−1/2

. (8)

Here A = 2 (for deuterium) and 〈Z2
i /A〉 ' 1/2. After

integration over pitch angle, the model high energy
distribution function becomes

f(W ) = cfiso(W )
1 + σ exp(−π/2σ)

σ + 1/σ
. (9)

The angle averaged quasi-linear RF diffusion opera-
tor [35] is given by Eq. (2). The diffusion coefficient
is

DRF (W ) =
∫ 1

0

dµ (1− µ2)J2
l−1

(
k⊥
Ω

√
2W (1− µ2)

m

)

(10)

where KRF is a constant that depends on the wave
field and is proportional to the RF power, Jl−1 is the
Bessel function of order l − 1, k⊥ = ω/vA = lΩ/vA

and m is the deuterium mass.
Since the half and third energy beam ions produce

little neutron emission and interact weakly with the
waves, only the full energy ions are included in the
source S. At low energies (W . Winj/2), k⊥ρi is
sufficiently small that RF acceleration is negligible.
In this regime, the steady state flux of ions to lower

energies is identical to the flux in the absence of RF
heating, which implies that f is equal to the classical
slowing down distribution.

With these approximations, below the injection
energy,

f +
KRF τse

2
Winj

1 + (Wc/W )3/2
DRF

∂f

∂W

=
SbτseW

3/2
inj

W 3/2 + W
3/2
c

(11)

where Sb is the beam source (number of injected ions
per second). When the second term on the left hand
side of Eq. (11) is small, this first order inhomoge-
neous ordinary differential equation is readily solved
perturbatively; when the second term is not small,
use of an integrating factor permits a straightforward
numerical integration. Above the injection energy,
there is no source. The solution is

fiso = finj exp

(∫ W

Winj

−2[1 + (Wc/W )3/2]
τseKRF DRF

dW

)
(12)

and a numerical solution is readily obtained. Here
finj is the solution of Eq. (11) at W = Winj .

The predicted neutron enhancement is

Ŝ =

∫∞
0

√
Wσvf dW∫∞

0

√
Wσvfno dW

(13)

where fno is the classical slowing down distribution.
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